18th Student Research Conference
Truman’s Celebration of Undergraduate and Graduate Research, Scholarship, and Creative Achievement
Thursday, April 14, 2005
Program At-A-Glance

Browse the full program and all the abstracts, and create a custom schedule on the conference web site: http://src.truman.edu

8:15 - 9:30 am · Concurrent Sessions (OP & VH)

1 Education Papers: Education I (OP 2113)
2 Fine Arts Papers: Innovations in Musicology and Graphic Design (OP 2111)
3 Fine Arts Papers: New Research in Music (OP 2115)
4 Fine Arts Papers: Senior Thesis in Art History I (OP 2210)
5 Human Potential & Performance Papers: Nutrition and BMI (VH 1000)
6 Language & Literature Papers: Life, Literature, and Language (VH 1320)
7 Language & Literature Papers: Linguistics (VH 1304)
8 Mathematics & Computer Science Papers: Mathematics & Statistics (VH 1408)
9 Science Papers: Animal Science & Ecology I (VH 1010)
10 Science Papers: Biochemistry I (VH 1432)
11 Science Papers: Entomology (VH 1412)
12 Social Science Papers: Psychology: Memory and Coping (VH 1232)
13 Social Science Papers: Disability in Ancient Rome (VH 1416)

9:30 - 9:45 am · Break (OP Lobby & VH Lobby)

9:45 - 10:45 am · Concurrent Sessions (OP & VH)

14 Education Papers: Education II (OP 2113)
15 Fine Arts Performances: Insights into Music Performance (OP 1393, Performance Hall)
16 Fine Arts Papers: New Research in Michelangelo (OP 2210)
17 Human Potential & Performance Papers: Nursing and Communication Disorders (OP 2115)
18 Interdisciplinary Papers: Mathematical Biology I (VH 1408)
19 Interdisciplinary Papers: Leadership (OP 2111)
20 Language & Literature Papers: Linguistics and Gender (VH 1304)
21 Language & Literature Papers: Culture and Identity I (VH 1320)
22 Mathematics & Computer Science Papers: Computer Science (VH 1408)
23 Science Papers: Science and Society (VH 1010)
24 Science Papers: Physics I (VH 1412)
25 Science Papers: Genetics and Breeding (VH 1432)
26 Social Science Papers: Psychology of Faculty Evaluations and Burnout (VH 1000)
27 Social Science Papers: Sociology and Anthropology (VH 1232)
28 Social Science Papers: Political Science I (VH 1416)

11:00 am - 12:00 pm · Plenary Session: All Divisions (VH 1000)

“Undergraduate Research for the Public Good”
Dr. Elizabeth L. Paul, Chair of Psychology, The College of New Jersey

STUDENT RESEARCH CONFERENCE 2005 · 311 Presentations · 391 Student Presenters · 159 Faculty Mentors · http://src.truman.edu
12:15 - 1:15 pm • Roundtable Discussions (Student Union)

Student-Oriented Sessions
D-1 How to Get Started on a Research, Scholarly, or Creative Project (Union 308)
D-2 Research During the First Year: Examples and Tips from Stipend Recipients and Mentors (Union 310, Gov. Room)

Faculty-Oriented Sessions
D-3 How to Define and Count Undergraduate Research, Scholarship, and Creative Work (Union 300, Activities Room)
D-4 How to Initiate and Sustain Interdisciplinary Scholarly Projects (Union 301, Conference Room)

1:15 - 2:15 pm • Poster, Technology Display, & Studio Art Session (OP)

2:15 - 3:30 pm • Concurrent Sessions (OP & VH)
30 Business & Accountancy Papers: Business Administration I (OP 2113)
31 Fine Arts Papers: Senior Thesis in Art History II and Fibers (OP 2210)
32 Fine Arts Performances: New Music by New Composers (OP 1393, Performance Hall)
33 Fine Arts Papers: Children’s Theatre (OP 2302, Black Box Theatre)
34 Human Potential & Performance Papers: Exercise Science (VH 1000)
35 Interdisciplinary Papers: Phi Kappa Phi Session I (OP 2111)
36 Interdisciplinary Papers: Interdisciplinary (OP 2111)
37 Language & Literature Papers: Culture and Identity II (OP 2115)
38 Language & Literature Papers: Literature, Philosophy, and Language (VH 1304)
39 Language & Literature Papers: Communication and Ethical Issues (VH 1320)
40 Science Papers: Chemistry (VH 1010)
41 Science Papers: Human Health (VH 1412)
42 Science Papers: Plant Science (VH 1432)
43 Social Science Papers: Psychology (VH 1232)
44 Social Science Papers: Geopolitics, Economics, and Freedom (VH 1408)
45 Social Science Papers: Political Science II (VH 1416)

3:30 - 3:45 pm • Break (OP Lobby & VH Lobby)

3:45 - 5:00 pm • Concurrent Sessions (OP & VH)
46 Business & Accountancy Papers: Accounting and Business Administration II (OP 2113)
47 Fine Arts Performances: Issues in Theatre (OP 2302, Black Box Theatre)
48 Fine Arts Papers: Graduate Research in Music Theory and History (OP 2210)
49 Human Potential & Performance Papers: Health Issues (VH 1000)
50 Interdisciplinary Papers: Mathematical Biology II (VH 1408)
51 Interdisciplinary Papers: Phi Kappa Phi Session II (OP 2111)
52 Language & Literature Papers: Classical and Medieval Literature (VH 1320)
53 Language & Literature Papers: Communication and Media (VH 1304)
54 Science Papers: Biochemistry II (VH 1010)
55 Science Papers: Animal Science & Ecology II (VH 1432)
56 Science Papers: Physics II (VH 1412)
57 Social Science Papers: History (VH 1416)
58 Social Science Papers: Philosophy and Religion (VH 1232)

5:00 - 6:00 pm • Reception (VH Lobby)